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HGC Superhub Hosted Microsoft Exchange Email Service
enables SMEs
SMEs to avoid huge expense while boosting
boosting
productivity – and all for a monthly subscription
4 September 2014,
2014, Hong Kong – Hutchison Global Communications (HGC), the fixed-line division of
Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings Limited (SEHK: 215, “the Group”) has partnered
with Superhub, a Microsoft’s hosting partner and hosted solutions provider, to launch HGC Superhub
Hosted Microsoft Exchange Email Service. This enables SMEs to avoid the substantial cost of
purchasing and maintaining email servers, while enjoying the flexibility of a monthly subscription
arrangement.
Offering diversified hosted Microsoft communications solutions
The new service equips each email account with 10GB storage and provides SMEs with a corporategrade email capability that embraces Microsoft Exchange 2013, 2010 or 2007 to suit differing client
hardware/software configurations. What’s more, HGC and Superhub will soon offer Lync, a Microsoft
instant messaging feature – plus Sharepoint, a collaborative tool that allows users to work together
on the same documents.
Fast and reliable email service
Peace of mind comes in the form of a 99.99% service level objective, enabling customers to enjoy
fast and reliable email service. This is largely thanks to HGC’s extensive local and overseas Internet
connectivity, combined with abundant server resources and four cross-border routes integrated
with all three tier-one telecoms operators in mainland China. In addition, email security is vastly
enhanced by anti-virus and anti-filtering protection, working with Secure Sockets Layer encryption.
Unlike many other email services, HGC Superhub Hosted Microsoft Exchange Email Service comes
complete with top-notch customer service and technical support that includes a 24/7 hotline.
Storage and email accounts can be added with ease
Setting up a secure, reliable and comprehensive corporate-grade email system is hugely expensive,
in capital outlay and IT staffing alone. This new service, however, equips customers with superb
Microsoft email functionality – all for a monthly subscription fee. This eliminates the infrastructure,
upgrade and email server maintenance costs normally associated with running such a high-end
email system. An organisation also benefits from the additional flexibility and agility of being able
to add storage and email accounts whenever needed.
For further information on HGC Superhub Hosted Microsoft Exchange Email Service, please visit
www.hgc.com.hk or call 2128 6668.
-Ends-

About Hutchison Global Communications Limited
Hutchison Global Communications Limited (HGC) owns one of the largest fibre-to-the-building
telecommunications networks in Hong Kong. Since establishment in 1995, it has been fully
committed to building its own optical-fibre network infrastructure and introducing advanced
facilities. Coupled with its four cross-border routes integrated with all three of mainland China's tierone telecommunications operators and world-class international network, HGC provides a
comprehensive range of fixed-line telecommunications services locally and overseas. HGC is a
subsidiary of Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings Limited (HTHKH, Stock Code: 215).
HTHKH is a leading integrated telecommunications service operator, offering mobile and fixed-line
services to local and international customers.
For more information on HGC, please visit www.hgc.com.hk. For more information on HTHKH,
please visit www.hthkh.com.
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